Thanksgiving To Be One-Day Holiday

Last spring the elimination of Thanksgiving vacation seemed like a good idea to many people, however, it isn’t quite so popular. Not when the students stop to think of that delicious brown turkey on the Thanksgiving table that is gone in 24 hours, and they realize that nearly the entire student body is away from its dormitory at least until Nov. 26.

Several students have been talking about the plan, and it seems that the students themselves are unhappy with the new arrangement.

(Continued on Page 6)

Believe It Or Not

It's 17 Inches

Note: This is not to be confused with associated, on any way linked with, the Debils of Hollywood, but...

Have you noticed the vines of huge bulbs in every dorm on campus? They have come from the beloved Debils that Dr. M. W. and Mr. N. B. have planted in the halls. Our president may not be a fisherman who will tell us the proverbial "this is the one!" or a wild life hunter who can describe the
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The Board of Directors of Linnendwood College voted in honor of Thomas H. Cobbs, former president and council, for his long and faithful service to the college. He has been a member of the Board of Directors since 1937.

The new hall will be dedicated on November 21. The speaker will be Dr. Arthur H. Carhart, former college president and noted scholar.

Mr. Cobbs, a native of Fairlawn, Wisconsin, was graduated from Odessa College in 1889. He entered the College of School, a department of Washington University, and was admitted to the bar in 1896. Mr. Cobbs entered Yale Law School where he was graduated in 1897.

Mr. Cobbs began his legal practice in St. Louis and was one of the firm of Cobbs and Logan. Later Mr. Cobbs and George B. Logan formed the partnership of Logan, Cobbs and Logan, now Cobbs, Logan, Armstrong, Teadle, and Ross. He became a member of the Board of Trustees of the Presbyterian. Mr. Cobbs helped organize the Board of Trustees of the Presbyterian and has served on the board ever since.

He is a member of the Metropolitan Board of the YMCA of St. Louis County.

Mr. Cobbs has served as counsel for the School’s legal department since 1947.

He handled the settlement of the estate of the late James E. Butler and Lester E. Butler, from whom a large part of the present endowment funds were secured.

Mr. Frank L. McLaurin, wife of the president, is helping with the selection of furniture and residents for the new residence hall. The furniture will be arranged in five conventional groups. Four Lawrence wooden chairs will be Kelly green, orange chairs in chintz, occasional chairs in melon, and accent furniture in melon.
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